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Background: Tumor microenvironment (TME) plays a vital role in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Mounting
evidence indicates that peripheral nerves could induce a shift from quiescent hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) to cancer-associated
fibroblasts (CAFs) by secreting substance P (SP). The anti-tumor strategy by targeting “SP-HSCs-HCC” axis might be an effective
therapy to inhibit tumor growth and metastasis.
Objective: In this study, we prepared novel liposomes (CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs) modified with hyaluronic acid (HA) and glycyr-
rhetinic acid (GA) for co-delivery aprepitant (APR) and curcumin (CUR), in which APR was chosen to inhibit the activation of HSCs
by blocking SP/neurokinin-1 receptor (NK-1R), and CUR was used to induce apoptosis of tumor cells.
Results: To mimic the TME, we established “SP+HSCs+HCC” co-cultured cell model in vitro. The results showed that CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs could be taken up by CAFs and HCC simultaneously, and inhibit tumor cell migration. Meanwhile, the “SP+m-HSCs
+HCC” co-implanted mice model was established to evaluate the anti-tumor effect in vivo. The results showed that CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs could inhibit tumor proliferation and metastasis, and reduce extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition and tumor
angiogenesis, indicating a superior anti-HCC effect.
Conclusion: Overall, the combination therapy based on HA&GA-LPs could be a potential nano-sized formulation for anti-HCC
therapy.
Keywords: hepatocellular carcinoma, hepatic stellate cells, substance P, liposomes, co-delivery

Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignancies in the world, accounting for approximately
75% of all primary liver cancer.1 Surgical resection, liver transplantation, or ablation are the main approaches of HCC
treatment.2 While the 5-years overall survival rate of the patients with HCC is only 10% due to its poor prognosis, high
recurrence rate, and distant tumor metastasis.3,4 Therefore, it is crucial to design a novel strategy for HCC treatment.
Mounting evidence indicates that tumor cells are embedded in complex tumor microenvironment (TME), in which the
stromal cells and various cytokines play a crucial role in tumor development.5,6 Hence, much effort has been focused on
the combination of TME-remodeling and pro-apoptosis activities to inhibit tumor growth and metastasis.

More recent researches have shown that peripheral nerves have emerged as the important component of TME, and
maintained a relationship with the stromal cells and tumor cells by secreting neuropeptides, such as SP and CGRP.7,8 In
HCC, SP is an important messenger molecule to regulate TME by SP/NK1-R signal pathway.9,10 Our previous researches
have shown that SP could activate the hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) from quiescent phenotype to carcinoma-associated
fibroblasts (CAFs), leading to drug resistance and metastasis of HCC.11 Hence, blocking “SP-HSCs-HCC” axis might be
a potential strategy to inhibit HCC development.12,13
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In this study, we chose aprepitant (APR) and curcumin (CUR) for combination therapy. APR, a non-peptide NK-1R
antagonist, is widely used to prevent postoperative nausea and vomiting induced by chemotherapy.14,15 Furthermore,
APR can also inhibit tumor cell proliferation, migration and angiogenesis by blocking SP/NK-1R signal pathway,
suggesting that APR is a potential anti-tumor drug.16–18 CUR, a highly polyphenolic molecule extracted from the herbal
turmeric roots, has a wide range of pharmacological activities, such as anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and anticancer
effects.19,20 Recent researches showed that CUR could inhibit the proliferation of HCC cells by inducing the damage of
mitochondrial and nuclear genome DNA.21–24 The combination therapy of APR and CUR was expected to achieve the
synergistic anti-HCC effects by TME-remodeling and pro-apoptosis activities.

However, traditional drug formulations were limited in clinic due to their low selectivity, rapid clearance and severe
systemic side-effects. Recently, the drug delivery systems based on nano-sized carriers (liposomes, nanoparticles, and so
on) have attracted more and more attention.25,26 Among of them, liposomes composed of an aqueous core and lipid bi-
layer were long-circulating, biocompatible and biodegradable, and widely used for delivery of antitumor drugs.27,28

Furthermore, in the past few decades, ligand-modified liposomes were prepared for targeted delivery of chemotherapy
drugs to tumor cells.29,30 Thinking that glycyrrhetinic acid (GA) receptors were over-expressed in HCC cells, GA-
modified liposomes have been prepared for anti-HCC therapy in our previous studies.31 While the therapy targeting to
tumor cells alone could not effectively inhibit drug resistance and metastasis of tumor cells due to the cross-talk between
CAFs and HCC cells.32 Recent researches have reported that the CD44 receptors were over-expressed in activated
hepatic stellate cells (aHSCs), and that hyaluronic acid (HA)-modified nano-sized vehicles could specifically bind to
CD44 receptors.33,34 Hence, the novel co-targeting liposomes modified by GA and HA molecules were expected to be
taken up by aHSCs and HCC cells simultaneously.

In this paper, the HA&GA-modified liposomes (CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs) were prepared for co-delivery of CUR and
APR to inhibit HCC development (Figure 1). To mimic actual HCC, the novel TME-like models composed of SP, HSCs
and HCC were established to evaluate the anti-tumor efficacies in vitro and in vivo. Moreover, the “SP+m-HSCs+H22”
subcutaneous tumor-bearing mice and lung metastasis model were used to investigate the anti-proliferation and anti-
metastatic effects of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Curcumin (CUR) was purchased from damas-beta (Shanghai, China). Soybean Phospholipid was obtained from
A. V. T. (Shanghai) Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Aprepitant (APR), cell membrane near infrared fluorescent dye (DiR)
and cell membrane red fluorescent dye (DiD) were acquired from Dalian Meilunbio (China). Fetal bovine serum and
MTT were obtained from Solarbio (Beijing, China). DSPE-PEG-FITC and DSPE-PEG2000-NHS were purchased from
Xi’an Ruixi Biological Technology Co., Ltd. (China). All other reagents used in this article were analytical grade.

Cell Lines and Animals
SMMC-7721 (Human-derived HCC cells), LX-2 (Human hepatic stellate cells), H22 (Mouse-derived HCC cells)
and m-HSCs (Mouse hepatic stellate cells) were obtained from Beijing Bnbio research institute (China). SMMC-7721
were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium and LX-2 were cultured in DMEM medium. Female BALB/c mice (6~8 weeks)
were purchased from Pengyue Lab animal center (Jinan, China). All animal handling procedures complied with the
Animal Management Rules in China (D.N. 55, 2001), and the in vivo anti-tumor studies were approved by the Animal
Ethics Committee of Weifang Medical University (2019–045).

Preparation of HA&GA-Modified Liposomes
DSPE-PEG2000-HA was synthesized by cross-linking reaction of DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 with HA in the presence of
1-Ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), and DSPE-PEG2000-GA
was obtained according to our previous researches.31
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CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs were prepared by the thin-film dispersion method.35 Briefly, soybean phospholipid, choles-
terol, DSPE-PEG2000-GA and DSPE-PEG2000-HA in mass ratio (30:10:1:1) were dissolved in ethanol (5 mL), and then
APR (6 mg) and CUR (6 mg) were added to the solution. The mixed solution was evaporated using a rotating evaporator
to form a uniform thin film. Then, 5 mL of water was added to the film, and the mixture was hydrated at 60°C for 1
h. The suspension was sonicated for 8 min in an ultrasonic cell crusher (VCX750, USA), and extruded through poly-
carbonate membranes (220 nm) for three times to remove unloaded drugs. Similarly, the FITC-labelled liposomes were
prepared according to the above method.

Characterization of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs
The particle size and zeta potentials of different liposomal formulations were measured using a Malvin Zetasizer (Nano-
ZS90, UK). To evaluate the stability of liposomes, the drug-loaded liposomes were dissolved in PBS (pH 7.4) and RPMI
1640 medium, respectively. The mean particle sizes were measured for seven days. The morphologies of liposomes were
observed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEM 100CX, JEOL Ltd., Japan). The drug loading capacity
(DL) and drug encapsulation efficiency (EE) of CUR and APR were measured using UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(Shanghai instruments Co., LTD., China) and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Agilent Technologies
Co., LTD., USA), respectively.

In vitro Drug Release
The release of CUR and APR from liposomes was investigated by dialysis method.36 1 mL of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs
was added into a dialysis bag (MWCO = 3500), and the bag was dialyzed against 50 mL PBS solution containing 1%
tween-80 and 20% aqueous ethanol at 100 rpm under 37°C. At the predetermined point of times (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 24,
36, and 48 h), 4 mL of release medium was replaced with equivalent fresh release medium. The cumulative releases of

Figure 1 (A) The preparation and (B) anti-HCC mechanism of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs.
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CUR and APR were measured by UV spectrophotometry at the wavelength of 425 nm and HPLC at the wavelength of
215 nm, respectively.

In vitro Cellular Uptake
The in vitro cellular uptake of liposomes was performed to evaluate the liver-targeting property. To track the distribution
of liposomes in SMMC-7721 cells, FITC, a fluorescent dye, was used to label the liposomes. In brief, SMMC-7721 cells
were incubated with FITC-LPs and FITC/HA&GA-LPs for 1 h, respectively. After washing twice with PBS, the cells
were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with DAPI for 10 min. The cells were photographed using the CLSM.

In order to mimic the TME, a “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-cultured cell model was established by mixing SMMC-7721
and LX-2 cells at the ratio of 5:1 in the presence of SP (10 ng/mL). In this assay, CUR was replaced by coumarin-6 (C6,
a fluorescent dye) to investigate the drug retention against tumor cells.37 The co-cultured cell systems were treated with C6,
C6+APR, C6-APR/LPs and C6-APR/HA&GA-LPs for 4 h, 12 h, 24 h, respectively. After washing thrice with PBS, the cells
were photographed by CLSM, and the intracellular fluorescent intensity was quantified by flow cytometry (FCM).

In vitro Cytotoxicity
Recent researches have shown that CUR has a strong pro-apoptotic effect on HCC cells by blocking the activation of
nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB).38,39 MTT assay was performed to detect the cytotoxicity of different drug formulations.
We established 2-level cell models: (1) SMMC-7721 cells, (2) “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-cultured cells. The cells
were seeded into 96-well plates and incubated in the incubator for 24 hrs. Afterward, the cells were treated with free
CUR, free APR, CUR+APR, CUR-APR/LPs and CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs at different concentrations of CUR (0.01 ug/
mL~10 ug/mL) for 48 hrs. After incubation with MTT for 4 h, 150 uL of DMSO was added to each well. The absorbance
values were measured using a microplate reader (ELX800, BioTek Instruments, Inc. USA) at a wavelength of 490 nm.

Live-Dead Staining
The cell viability was also qualitatively evaluated using a live/death staining kit (Calcein-AM/PI).40 After 48 hrs of drug
treatment, the co-cultured cells were stained with Calcein-AM (2 μM) and PI (8 μM) for 20 min, and then imagined by
a fluorescence microscope (C-SHG1, Nikon Crop. Japan).

Cell Migration
A wound healing assay was performed to evaluate the anti-migration effects of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs. Briefly,
SMMC-7721 cells were seeded in 6-well plates for incubation overnight. Then the cells were streaked with a 200 ul
pipette tip to form three wound-like lines in each well. After washing with PBS, the cells were treated with CUR, APR,
CUR+APR, CUR-APR/LPs and CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs. The wound width in each well was photographed using
a Nikon fluorescence microscope at 0 h and 24 h. Furthermore, we established a “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” wound
healing model, in which LX-2 cells were labelled with CFSE (a green fluorescent dye) to distinguish them. The cell
migration assay is the same as above. In addition, the transwell assay was used to further assess the anti-migration
capacity of various drug formulations against “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-culture cell model.

In vivo Biodistribution and Tumor Penetration
In order to detect the in vivo biodistribution of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs, a “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing model
was established. Briefly, H22 (2×106), m-HSCs (4×105) and SP (10 ng/mL) were subcutaneously injected into the right
flank of female BALB/c mice. When the tumor volume grew to ~150 mm3, the DiR, DiR-LPs, DiR/HA&GA-LPs were
injected into mice via tail vein, respectively. The in vivo biodistribution was detected using a fluorescence imaging
system at different time points (2, 6, 12, 24, 48 hrs). After 48 hrs, the main organs and tumors of the mice were harvested
for further in vitro fluorescence imaging analysis.

In addition, to further evaluate the tumor tissue penetration abilities of HA&GA-LPs, free DiD, DiD-LPs and DiD/
HA&GA-LPs were injected into “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice via tail vein. After 12 hrs, the mice were
euthanized and tumor tissues were excised. The tumor tissues were sectioned at a thickness of 10 μm using
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a cryosectioning machine (Leica CM1950). Then the slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with DAPI,
followed by photograph under CLSM.

In vivo Antitumor Efficacy
In order to evaluate the antitumor efficacies of different drug formulations and mimic actual TME, we established “SP
+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice, in which the mixed solution of H22 and m-HSCs cells (the ratio was 5:1) was
injected into the right flank of mice in the presence of SP (10 ng/mL). When tumor size reached about 150 mm3, the mice
were randomly divided into seven groups (n = 5): H22 (saline, control), SP+m-HSC+H22 (saline, control), free CUR,
free APR, CUR+APR, CUR-APR/LPs, CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs. The mice were injected at the dosage of 5 mg/kg
(CUR) and 5 mg/kg (APR) for 7 times. Both tumor volume and body weight were monitored every 2 days. On the
14th day, mice were euthanized, and the major organs (kidney, lung, liver, spleen, heart) and tumors were harvested,
followed by fixation by 4% paraformaldehyde for photography and histological study.

Lung Metastasis Inhibition
To investigate the anti-metastatic effects of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs, a lung metastasis model was established. 0.2 mL of
H22 cells (1×107 cells/mL) were injected into female BALB/c mice via the tail vein. All mice were randomly assigned
into seven groups (n = 3): Health, Saline (control), free CUR, free APR, CUR+APR, CUR-APR/LPs, CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs. The intravenous injection was performed 7 times. After 2 weeks, the mice were sacrificed, and lung
tissues were removed for H&E staining. The number of metastatic lung nodules was calculated.

Statistical Analysis
All the data in this study were given by mean ± SD. Student’s t-test was used to compare the differences between the
different drug-treated groups. P < 0.05 was considered statistical significance.

Results and Discussion
Preparation and Characterization of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs
CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs were prepared by the thin-film dispersion method. The particle sizes, zeta potentials, poly-
dispersed index (PDI), drug loading capacity (DL) and drug encapsulation efficiency (EE) of different liposomal
formulations are described in Table 1. The average particle sizes of drug-loaded liposomes were around 120 nm, and
zeta potentials were negative. These properties were beneficial to prolong the circulating time of liposomes in blood, and
promote drug accumulation in tumor region by passive-targeting manner.

As shown in Figure 2A and B, the TEM images revealed that Blank liposomes and CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs were
spherical in shape with the narrow size distribution. The stability assay showed that the mean particle size of CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs did not change significantly in PBS (pH 7.4) and RPMI 1640 medium for 7 days (Figure 2C), indicating
that HA&GA-LPs was a stable nano-sized carrier.

Table 1 Characterization of the Different Liposomal Formulations

Formulation DLS (nm) PDI ζ-Potential (mV) EE (%) DL (%)

Blank LPs 130.60±1.10 0.23±0.01 −9.04±0.46 / /

CUR-LPs 127.90±2.25 0.21±0.02 −9.68±0.60 97.23±1.32 3.52±0.47
APR-LPs 115.77±1.36 0.17±0.01 −9.08±0.41 98.43±0.81 3.56±0.26

CUR-APR/LPs 126.80±1.82 0.19±0.01 −8.68±0.72 98.06±1.72 (CUR)

98.41±1.30 (APR)

3.20±0.06 (CUR)

3.43±0.04 (APR)
CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs 117.40±0.62 0.18±0.01 −8.46±0.88 94.36±0.04 (CUR)

97.93±0.01 (APR)

3.29±0.14 (CUR)

3.42±0.04 (APR)

Note: Data represent mean ± SD.
Abbreviations: HA, hyaluronic acid; GA, glycyrrhetinic acid; CUR, Curcumin; APR, Aprepitant; DLS, dynamic light scattering; PDI, polydispersity Index; DL, drug loading
capacity; EE, encapsulation efficiency; LPs, liposome.
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The in vitro drug release of APR and CUR from liposomes is showed in Figure 2D. It showed an initial drug release
of 11.43% (CUR) and 39.53% (APR) at first 4 hrs, and an accumulative release of 47.27% (CUR) and 76.43% (APR) at
48 hrs. Compared with CUR, APR showed faster drug release from liposomes.

In vitro Cellular Uptake
To monitor the cellular uptake of HA&GA-LPs in SMMC-7721 cells (Figure 3A), FITC (green fluorescent dye) was used as
a probe to label liposomes, and DAPI (blue dye) was chosen to dye the nuclei. As shown in Figure 3C, compared with FITC-
LPs, FITC/HA&GA-LPs showed stronger green fluorescent signals in the cells, suggesting that the dual-ligand modified
liposomes could promote cellular uptake by GA receptor-mediated endocytosis. In Figure 3D–E, FCM assay showed similar
results, in which the fluorescent intensity of FITC/HA&GA-LPs group was higher than that of FITC/LPs group.

Drug efflux plays an important role in the development of drug resistance of tumor cells.41 In the TME, the stromal
cells, such as HSCs, secret various cytokines to up-regulate MDR-related proteins, leading to low drug detention.42 In
this study, we established a “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-cultured cell model to mimic TME (Figure 3B), and C6 (a
fluorescent dye) was chosen to replace CUR for drug detention assays via CLSM and FCM. As shown in Figure 3F,
compared with other groups, more fluorescent signals were detected in the C6-APR/HA&GA-LPs, indicating that the
modification of GA and HA molecules could improve liposomes internalization. Furthermore, the retained drug in cells
were quantitatively analyzed by FCM (Figure 3G). The fluorescent intensity of liposomal formulations at 24 hrs was
higher than that of free C6 and C6+APR, indicating that liposomes improved drug detention. As expected, C6-APR&
/HA&GA-LPs group exhibited stronger fluorescent signals than C6-APR/LPs (Figure 3H). The result indicated that
HA&GA-LPs could increase drug retention in tumor cells.

In vitro Cytotoxicity Assay
The in vitro cytotoxicity of different drug formulations against SMMC-7721 cells was evaluated by MTT assay
(Figure 4A). As shown in Figure 4C, all drug formulations exhibited concentration-dependent cytotoxicity. Compared

Figure 2 In vitro characteristics of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs. TME images (scale bar: 200 nm) and particle size distribution of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs (A) and Blank
liposomes (B). (C) The stability of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs in PBS (PH 7.4) and RPMI 1640 medium, respectively. (D) The cumulative release of CUR and APR from CUR-
APR/HA&GA-LPs.
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with CUR+APR and CUR-APR/LPs, the cell viability of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs was lower. The possible explanation
was that HA&GA-LPs improved drug internalization, leading to enhanced pro-apoptotic effects.

However, tumor cells were located in complex microenvironment.43 To mimic TME, “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-
culture cell model was established to evaluate the cytotoxicity of different drug formulations (Figure 4B). The IC50 of
free CUR in the co-cultured cells was obviously higher than that of SMMC-7721 cells alone. Interestingly, compared to
free CUR or APR, CUR+APR showed higher toxicity, indicating that the combination therapy of CUR and APR had the
potential synergistic effect (Figure 4D). As expected, CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs displayed stronger cytotoxicity than CUR
+APR and CUR-APR/LPs. Our previous researches have proven that GA receptor and CD44 receptor were over-
expressed on HCC cells and aHSCs, respectively.11,44 The result might be due to the fact that HA&GA-LPs could be
taken up by LX-2 and SMMC-7721 cells simultaneously, resulting in greater anti-HCC effects.

Figure 3 Cellular uptake of (A) and drug retention assay (B) of HA&GA-LPs. (C) CLSM images of SMMC-7721 cells uptake (green: FITC, blue: DAPI). (D and E) FCM
analysis of cell uptake in SMMC-7721 cells. The drug retention assay using CLSM (F) and FCM (G) against co-cultured cell model (green: C6, blue: DAPI). (H) Quantitative
analysis of drug retention by FCM. Scale bar: 50 μm, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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To qualitatively detect the cytotoxicity of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs against the co-cultured cell model, the live/dead
staining was performed, in which live cells were stained by Calcein-AM (green color), and dead cells were labelled by
propidium iodide (PI, red color). As shown in Figure 4E, compared with the control, only few red spots (dead cells) were
observed in the single drug groups. While there were more dead cells occurred in the combined drug groups. CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs showed less green spots than other groups, suggesting that HA&GA-LPs promoted pro-apoptotic effects
of drugs. The results showed that HA&GA/LPs were an effective carrier for anti-HCC drugs.

Cell Migration Assay
To assess the anti-migration effects of different drug formulations, a wound healing assay was performed against SMMC-7721
cells (Figure 5A). As shown in Figure 5B, the cell migrations in drug-treated groups were inhibited. Compared to free CUR
and APR, the combined drug groups showed greater wound width (Figure 5C). Obviously, the migration rate of CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs was 3.47%, which was 0.33 fold and 0.35 fold of CUR+APR and CUR-APR/LPs, respectively. The result
suggested that HA&GA-modified liposomes could improve anti-migration effects of drugs.

However, recent studies have shown that the cross-talk between stromal cells and tumor cells plays an important role in
tumor migration and metastasis.45 The in vitro cell model composed of tumor cells alone could not affect the actual TME. In
this study, we established a novel “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-cultured migration model to mimic TME, in which CFSE
was used to label LX-2 cells (Figure 5D). Interestingly, the migration rate in the co-cultured model was higher than SMMC-
7721 cells alone (Figure 5E), suggesting that the addition of SP and LX-2 cells promoted tumor cell migration. After drug
treatment, the wound healing speed was slightly inhibited in single drug groups (CUR or APR), and obviously restrained in
the three combined drug groups (Figure 5F). The possible explanation was that CUR+APR exhibited the synergistic anti-
metastasis effect by pro-apoptotic and anti-SP activities, respectively. As expected, CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs showed lower

Figure 4 In vitro cytotoxicity assay. MTTassay against SMMC-7721 cells (A) and co-cultured cell model (B). Cytotoxicity of SMMC-7721 cells (C) and co-cultured cells (D)
incubated with different drug formulations for 48 h. (E) The live/dead staining assay of co-cultured cell model (PI: red, Calcein-AM: green). Scale bar: 100 µm, *P < 0.05, **P
< 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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Figure 5 In vitro anti-migration effect. A wound healing assay against SMMC-7721 cells (A) and co-cultured cells model (D). Cell migration images (C) and the migration
ratio (B) of SMMC-7721 cells. Cell migration images (F) and the migration ratio (E) of co-cultured cells model. (G) Images of transwell assay in co-cultured cell model after
treatment of various drug formulations. Scale bar: 100 µm. (H) Quantification of migrated cells in transwell assay. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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cell migration rate than CUR-APR/LPs. This was due to the fact that HA&GA-modified liposomes promoted active uptake
of drugs by LX-2 and SMMC-7721 cells, leading to the greater anti-tumor effect.

To further detect the anti-metastatic capacity of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs, the transwell migration assay was per-
formed against “SP+LX-2+SMMC-7721” co-culture cell model. As shown in Figure 5G and H, compared with other
drug formulation groups, the number of metastatic cells was significantly reduced in CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs, which
was consistent with the result of wound healing assay.

In vivo Bio-Distribution Imaging and Tumor Penetration
To investigate the liver-targeting property of HA&GA-LPs, a “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice model was
established, in which m-HSCs and H22 cells were mixed at the ratio of 1:5. DiR, a fluorescent dye, was used as
a drug to track bio-distribution of HA&GA/LPs using a real-time imaging system (IVIS). As shown in Figure 6A,
fluorescent signals were easily observed in the three groups at 6 hrs. While the fluorescence in tumor region declined
quickly in free DiR group, and the two liposomal groups, especially HA&GA-LPs, kept strong fluorescent signals until
48 hrs, suggesting that liposomes could prolong the blood circulation time of drug.

After 48 hrs, mice were sacrificed and the main organs and tumors were harvested for ex vivo fluorescence imaging
analysis. In Figure 6B, compared with free DiR group and DiR-LPs group, the tumor in DiR/HA&GA-LPs group
exhibited stronger fluorescence signals, which was consistent with the in vivo fluorescence images. The quantitative
analysis is shown in Figure 6C, and the fluorescence intensity of DiR/HA&GA-LPs in the tumor region was 2.68 fold
and 4.47 fold higher than that of in the DiR-LPs and free DiR, respectively. This might be due to the fact that DiR//
HA&GA-LPs could accumulate in tumor by EPR-mediated passive targeting effects and HA&GA receptor-mediated
active drug delivery.

To further evaluate the penetration ability of different drug formulations in the tumor tissue, the “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-
bearing mice were intravenously injected with free DiD, DiD-LPs and DiD/HA&GA-LPs. The fluorescence images of tumor
tissue slices were captured by CLSM. In Figure 6D, fluorescent signals were mainly distributed at the edge of the tumor tissue,
suggesting that free drug could not reach the core of tumor, resulting inweak anti-tumor effects. By contrast, the liposomal groups,
especially HA&GA-LPs, exhibited obvious red fluorescent signals from the edge to the core, indicating that DiD-LPs and DiD/
HA&GA-LPs could effectively penetrate the inner region of tumor tissue. As expected, compared with DiD-LPs group, the
fluorescence intensity in the DiD/HA&GA-LPs was higher at the tumor depth of 500–3000 um, suggesting that the modification
of HA and GA molecules on liposomes was beneficial for drug penetration in tumors.

In vivo Anti-Tumor Activity of “Sp+m-HSCs+H22” Subcutaneous Tumor-Bearing Mice
Model
It has been reported that SP secreted by nerve fibers in TME might prompt the shift of HSCs from quiescent phenotype to
aHSCs.46,47 To evaluate the anti-tumor effect of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs in actual TME, a subcutaneous “SP+m-HSCs
+H22” tumor-bearing mice model was established, in which the ratio of H22 to m-HSCs was 5:1 and the concentration of
SP was 10 ng/mL (Figure 7A).

As shown in Figure 7B, there was no significant change in the body weight between saline group and liposomal groups,
indicating that HA&GA-LPs was a safe nano-sized carrier for drug delivery. After 7 times of drug administration, the mice
were sacrificed, and the tumors were collected and photographed (Figure 7C). Interestingly, in Figure 7D and E, the tumor
volume of “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice was larger than that of H22 tumor-bearing mice, suggesting that the
addition of SP and m-HSCs could promote tumor proliferation. Given that HSCs and SP were present in the TME, the co-
implanted mice model was a more appropriate model than traditional H22 tumor-bearing mice model. After drug treatment,
the tumor growth was obviously inhibited. Compared with single drug groups (APR, CUR), the combined groups, especially
co-loaded liposomal groups, exhibited lower tumor volume, suggesting that the combination therapy of APR and CUR could
achieve a synergistic anti-tumor effect. As expected, the tumor growth inhibition rate (IR) of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs group
was 92.98%, which was higher than that of CUR+APR (79.75%) and CUR-APR/LPs (88.43%). This might be due to the fact
that the HA&GA-modified liposomes promoted drug accumulation in tumor region by EPR effect and GA and/or CD44
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receptor-medicated endocytosis. Similar results were observed in H&E staining assay of tumor tissue sections. In Figure 7F,
obvious karyolysis and cytoplasmic vacuolation were observed in the drug-treated groups. As expected, CUR-APR/HA&GA-
LPs exhibited superior pro-apoptotic effects.

Recent researches showed that the compact ECM in TME played a key role in the generation of tumor drug
resistance.48 Masson staining assay was performed to examine collagen fiber deposition in tumor tissue. As shown in
Figure 7G, obvious collagen deposition was observed in the control group of “SP+m-HSCs+H22” model. Compared with
the free drug groups, the liposomal groups, especially CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs, showed less ECM deposition, indicating

Figure 6 The in vivo biodistribution and drug penetration of HA&GA-LPs. (A) The in vivo biodistribution imaging of different formulations at different time points (2, 6, 12,
24, and 48 h). The ex vitro fluorescence imaging (B) and fluorescence quantitative analysis (C) of major organs and tumors. (fluorescence: DiR). (D) CLSM images of tumor
penetration (red: DiD, blue: DAPI). Scale bar: 50 µm, *P < 0.05.
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Figure 7 In vivo antitumor activity in “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice. (A) Schematic illustration of treatment scheme on mice. (B) Tumor images of mice treated
with different drug formulations. (C) The body weight in mice. (D) Tumor growth inhibition curves. (E) Tumor growth inhibition rate. H&E (F), and Masson trichromatic
staining (G) analysis of tumor tissues slices. (H) α-SMA immunofluorescence staining (green fluorescence: α-SMA protein). Immunohistochemical assay of PGP9.5 proteins
(I) and CD31 proteins (J). (red arrow: CD31 proteins). Scale bar: 50 μm, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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that the combination therapy based on HA&GA-LPs could effectively inhibit the production of collagen. Previous studies
have reported that aHSCs can promote ECM formation by synthesizing collagen and fibronectin.49,50 The result showed
that the combination therapy based on HA&GA-LPs could inhibit aHSCs-induced ECM deposition. Furthermore, alpha
smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) was a marker protein of aHSCs,51 and the immunofluorescence staining of α-SMA was
performed to examine the activation of HSCs. As shown in Figure 7H, there were obvious green fluorescent signals
observed in the novel co-implanted mice model (saline group), indicating that the HSCs were activated to become CAF-
like phenotype. After drug treatment, nearly no α-SMA+ cells were observed in the CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs group,
suggesting that CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs effectively inhibited the activation of HSCs.

Our previous studies have shown that peripheral nerves can promote tumor development by “SP-HSCs-HCC” axis.11 In the
study, the immunohistochemistry assay of PGP9.5 proteins (the marker protein of nerve fiber) was performed. As shown in
Figure 7I, the PGP9.5 proteinswere over-expressed in the tumor region, indicating that nerve fiberswere actually distributed in the
TME. Compared with other groups, the expressions of PGP9.5 proteins were significantly inhibited in CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs
group. Considering that nerve fibers could secrete SP and promote the activation ofHSC through SP/NK-1R signal pathway,46 the
result suggested that the combination therapy of CUR and APR could effectively inhibit “SP-HSC-HCC” axis-mediated tumor
growth. Moreover, tumor angiogenesis plays an important role in tumor proliferation andmetastasis. In this study, the expression
of CD31 proteins in the vascular endothelial cells was examined by immunohistochemical staining assay. In Figure 7J, the
vascular density was higher in “SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice than that in H22 tumor-bearing mice. CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs showed lower microvascular density than other groups, suggesting that CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs significantly
inhibited tumor angiogenesis.

Additionally, the pathologic changes of the main organs (liver, heart, spleen, lung, kidney) were investigated using H&E
staining. In Figure 8, there was no obvious damage in the CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs in comparison with the saline group,
indicating that HA&GA-LPs were biocompatible, and could be used as a vehicle for delivery of anti-tumor drugs.

Inhibition of Lung Metastasis in vivo
Distant metastasis is the main cause of poor prognosis and high recurrence rate of hepatocellular carcinoma.52 To
evaluate the inhibitory effect of CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs on lung metastasis in vivo, a lung metastasis model was

Figure 8 H&E staining images of heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney of mice treated with different drug formulations. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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established by injecting H22 cells into the tail vein (Figure 9A). During the treatment period, there was no significant
change in the bodyweight between the control and liposomal groups, indicating that HA&GA-LPs was a safe carrier for
delivery of anti-tumor drugs (Figure 9B). As shown in Figure 9C and D, amounts of metastatic nodules were observed on
the lung in the saline group, indicating that the lung metastasis model was successfully established. Compared with free
APR or CUR, the three combined drug groups exhibited less pulmonary metastatic nodules, suggesting that the
combination therapy of APR and CUR improved anti-metastasis effects. Obviously, CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs showed
greater inhibitory of tumor metastasis than CUR-APR/LPs. H&E staining images showed that the tumor region
significantly decreased in drug-treated groups in comparison with the saline group (control group) in Figure 9E.
Similarly, CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs showed stronger anti-metastasis effects than other groups. The possible explanation
was that HA&GA-LPs could be effectively taken up by metastatic tumor cells in lung tissue, leading to higher
bioavailability of anti-tumor drugs.

Conclusion
In summary, SP secreted by peripheral nerves in the TME could induce a shift from quiescent HSCs to CAFs, leading to
drug-resistance and metastasis of HCC cells. In this study, we prepared HA&GA-modified liposomes (CUR-APR
/HA&GA-LPs) for co-delivery APR and CUR to inhibit the “SP-HSCs-HCC” activated axle. The in vitro studies
showed that HA&GA-LPs could be taken up simultaneously by HCC and HSCs. Moreover, the anti-HCC results against

Figure 9 In vivo anti-lung metastasis analysis in mice. (A) Establishment of mice model of lung metastasis and schematic illustration of treatment scheme. (B) Variations of
body weights in mice. (D) Lung images. (The yellow circles indicated lung nodules). (C) Quantitative analysis of lung nodule numbers. (E) H&E staining of lung tissue slices
(scale bar: 50 μm). (The red circles showed tumor region). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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“SP+m-HSCs+H22” tumor-bearing mice model showed that CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs could effectively remodel TME,
and exhibit superior anti-HCC efficacy. Hence, CUR-APR/HA&GA-LPs could inhibit tumor development by blocking
“SP-HSCs-HCC” axis, and be a potential nano-sized formulation for anti-HCC therapy.
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